
Editorial

H. J. Caulfield, Editor

Responding to Referees' Comments

Overtly and covertly many of our authors have indicated their feelings
about referees' comments. Many of our authors are grateful for the
referees' help. An equal number are hostile- regarding referees as
bumbling barriers to their work. The most common reaction is one
learned from years of schooling: "I'll do what the teacher says to make
the grade, but I know it's dumb." What is the best reaction? Gratitude?
Sometimes. Hostility? Seldom or (I hope) never.

There are three categories of decisions I make -acceptance, revi-
sion, or rejection. Each decision is mine, but it is based on the advice of
one or (90% of the time) two referees. I want to suggest what seem to
me to be rational reactions to each decision.

Unqualified acceptance is so rare that you can regard it as a com-
pliment to both your technical work and your writing.

Revisions (major or minor) are often requested by the referees.
These revisions can be optional or mandatory. All revisions are
requested either because the Editor feels that the revision would help
make your work more useful or readable (the optional revisions are
usually of this nature) or because errors must be corrected (the man-
datory revisions are usually of this nature). A revised paper would be a
better paper according to the Editor. If you agree, please revise. The
Editor and the referees are your allies in creating a better paper. Thus
their goals and yours should be identical. The rational reaction is to
believe that the referees are doing you the favor of previewing your
paper, reacting to it as other readers would, and suggesting how you
can improve your product. If you want readers to enjoy and benefit
from your paper, you must pay attention to what the referees say. Of
course, referees make errors too. If their comments are erroneous,
you need not accede to them. First, see if your paper leads them to the
error; second, see if you can rewrite your paper so that others do not
make the error; or third, write to me to convince me that the referee,
not you, made the error. I (with as much good advice as I feel I need)
will arrive at a decision. Of course, I too am fallible so my final
judgment may be in error. It is still final. At that point you may want to
send your paper elsewhere.

It is my unpleasant duty to send "rejection notes" on some papers.
Note that what is being rejected is the paper, not the author. Submis-
sion of new papers, even on the same subject, is always welcome. No
disgrace or shame is implied by a rejection. You can still participate in
the society, be a friend of the Editor, and even referee papers (no
revenge reviewing permitted). It is far better to suffer the minor
embarrassment of my private rejection note than to publish a paper
which might receive a public rejection.

Please view the referees and me not as barriers to be overcome but
as coworkers trying to help you present a high quality paper. Working
cooperatively, we can do the job well.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Parametric image upconversion involves the mix-
ing of an infrared image and a laser beam to
produce a visible upconverted image. Image
upconversion systems possess significant medical
and military applications, and optical sum fre-
quency generation has been the topic of numerous
investigations.1 -6 This paper reviews important
characteristics of image upconversion systems.
Among the topics discussed are the efficiency,
spatial resolution, field of view, thermal sensitiv-
ity, and contrast. Considerations involved with
selection of major components are also discussed,
and numerical values for a dye laser proustite
system are presented. Finally, the importance of
intracavity techniques as a means for optimizing
upconversion performance is emphasized.

2. PROPERTIES OF PARAMETRIC
UPCONVERSION

2.1. Sum frequency generation
For optimum sum frequency upconversion, the
phase -match conditions must be satisfied:

Ks =Kp + Kir
.

Also,

(I)

vs = vp + vir , (2)

where K is the wave vector, v is the frequency, and
subscripts s, p, and it refer to sum, pump, and
infrared respectively.

2.2. Upconversion efficiency
For upconversion processes the quantum effi-
ciency and the power generated at sum frequency
are given bye

where L is the crystal length, d is the effective
nonlinear coefficient of crystal, P is average pump
power, c is the speed of light, A is the interaction
area, and riir, rip, and ris are indices of refraction of
crystal at infrared, pump, and sum frequencies,
respectively. Air is the infrared wavelength, As is
the upconverted wavelength, Pi, is the phase -
matchable infrared power, T is the net transmis -
sivity of all optical components (at sum frequency),
and OK = KS Kir - Kp is the phase mismatch
factor. For appreciable energy conversion, the
interacting waves must remain in phase (i.e.,
IOK' L) throughout the nonlinear medium.
Conditions of phase matching together with the
requirement of having vs in the visible part of the
spectrum impose a number of restrictions on the
choice of nonlinear crystal, laser, and the detec-
tion system which will be discussed in a later
section.

2.3. Spatial resolution
The size of a resolution element can be determined
from the relation,

S

rip 2x/\1 (si2ri ta I /r)
Xs/ Xir) h

f tan I
l

nir 2x /

(hsnir) (1 -As/ Air)

(5)

where h is the height of the object, x is the distance
of the object from entrance face of the crystal, and
S is the pump divergence (in radians).

2.4. Acceptance angle and field of view
For noncritical phase matching, the total accep-
tance angle exterior to the crystal is3

I2
f 1

am

/ /ir ir
4 I\

L /I
(6)

am is graphically illustrated by Fig. I. Infrared
radiation of wavelength 'ir, incident at angles
greater than am/ 2, will not be efficiently upcon-
verted. Efficient upconversion, of broadband
thermal radiation incident at angles larger than
a / 2, will occur only at wavelengths that are
different from Air, and this can result in severe
chromatic aberration of the upconverted image.

The field of view is given by

FOV = (am/ D) (4A/ r)1/2 , (7)

where D is the collective aperture diameter.

2.5. Temperature sensitivity and spectral
bandwidth
Temperature sensitivity is given by the expression2

7uc -

and

Ps -

5l2rrsd2L2Pp r 1 1
-2 AK L1
2

(3)

(4)

2hcG 2 N
vir

(8)

sinc2
cn Airps ir s

rim T Pir Xir

OT2 =
rr tic rid nir

P2

(dNv. /dT)2

4)ir Ovir L2 rPp
As
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Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of acceptance
angle am.

where nc is photon conversion efficiency for a
crystal of unit length pumped with unit laser
intensity, and rid is the product of effective photo-
cathode efficiency and transmission factor of fil-
ters (at sum frequency). AT is the temperature
difference between adjacent resolution elements,
N is the scene radiance

'
is the change in

scene radiance between adjacent picture elements,
and ¢ir is the angle that infrared wave vectors
make with the system axis inside the mixing crys-
tal. Avir is the phase- matched spectral bandwidth,
r is the frame time, and P(= h/ s) is the number of
resolution elements across a diameter of the object.

For broadband infrared upconversion, the
effective phase- matchable bandwidth (about the
central wavelength fir) is given by3:

A2.
8Ks 3Kir

r Lc (dws dwir/

X.r Avir (9)

where w is the angular frequency.

2.6 Contrast
The contrast C between two adjacent resolution
elements is defined as

IH -IL
C

IL
(I0)

where IH and IL represent upconverted intensities
at higher and lower temperatures. The spectral
radiance N of a blackbody is governed by Planck's
law:

N -
hc5 [exp

(-AKT ) 1

2hc2Ex

where h is Planck's constant, K is the Boltzmann
constant, and E) is the spectral emissivity of the
body. By assuming that phase- matched infrared
radiation emitted by adjacent resolution elements
(of thermal object) is upconverted with equal effi-
ciency and is of the same wavelength, it is possible
to obtain a more useful equation for determining
contrast:

hc
C = exp [( - -AK THI _T)] - I ,(12)

where TH and Tc are temperatures of warmer and
cooler elements, respectively. It is often more con-
venient to employ Eq. (12) rather than Eq. (10) for
computation of contrast since in the former rela-
tion the temperature parameters are due to
infrared image, whereas in the latter equation the
intensities refer to elements of the upconverted
image.

Continued on Page SR -090
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1. INTRODUCTION
Parametric image upconversion involves the mix 
ing of an infrared image and a laser beam to 
produce a visible upconverted image. Image 
upconversion systems possess significant medical 
and military applications, and optical sum fre 
quency generation has been the topic of numerous 
investigations. 1 " 6 This paper reviews important 
characteristics of image upconversion systems. 
Among the topics discussed are the efficiency, 
spatial resolution, field of view, thermal sensitiv 
ity, and contrast. Considerations involved with 
selection of major components are also discussed, 
and numerical values for a dye laser proustite 
system are presented. Finally, the importance of 
intracavity techniques as a means for optimizing 
upconversion performance is emphasized.

2. PROPERTIES OF PARAMETRIC 
UPCONVERSION

2.1. Sum frequency generation
For optimum sum frequency upconversion, the 
phase-match conditions must be satisfied:

  K 4-p ~

Also,

"s = "p + "ir (2)

where K is the wave vector, v is the frequency, and 
subscripts s, p, and ir refer to sum, pump, and 
infrared respectively.

2.2. Upconversion efficiency
For upconversion processes the quantum effi 
ciency and the power generated at sum frequency 
are given by2

(3)sine2 -

and

(4)

where L is the crystal length, d is the effective 
nonlinear coefficient of crystal, P is average pump 
power, c is the speed of light, A is the interaction 
area, and r;ir , 77 , and TJS are indices of refraction of 
crystal at infrared, pump, and sum frequencies, 
respectively. A^ is the infrared wavelength, AS is 
the upconverted wavelength, Pir is the phase- 
matchable infrared power, T is the net transmis- 
sivity of all optical components (at sum frequency), 
and AK = K S  Kir   K is the phase mismatch 
factor. For appreciable energy conversion, the 
interacting waves must remain in phase (i.e., 
| AK| <27r/ L) throughout the nonlinear medium. 
Conditions of phase matching together with the 
requirement of having vs in the visible part of the 
spectrum impose a number of restrictions on the 
choice of nonlinear crystal, laser, and the detec 
tion system which will be discussed in a later 
section.

2.3. Spatial resolution
The size of a resolution element can be determined 
from the relation6

S =

"p
L(l-As /Xir)

tan (5)

where h is the height of the object, x is the distance 
of the object from entrance face of the crystal, and 
6 is the pump divergence (in radians).

2.4. Acceptance angle and field of view
For noncritical phase matching, the total accep 
tance angle exterior to the crystal is3

1/2

(6)

am is graphically illustrated by Fig. 1. Infrared 
radiation of wavelength Xj r , incident at angles 
greater than c^/2, will not be efficiently upcon- 
verted. Efficient upconversion, of broadband 
thermal radiation incident at angles larger than 
a /2, will occur only at wavelengths that are 
different from A|r , and this can result in severe 
chromatic aberration of the upconverted image. 

The field of view is given by

FOV = (4A/7T) 1,1/2 (7)

where D is the collective aperture diameter.

2.5. Temperature sensitivity and spectral 
bandwidth
Temperature sensitivity is given by the expression2

AT2
2hcG2 I" N .ir 1= "%wi L (dvdT)2 J

v P2* r
(8)

Object

Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of acceptance 
angle <*m .

where rjc is photon conversion efficiency for a 
crystal of unit length pumped with unit laser 
intensity, and rj^ is the product of effective photo- 
cathode efficiency and transmission factor of fil 
ters (at sum frequency). AT is the temperature 
difference between adjacent resolution elements, 
N^. is the scene radiance, AN^. is the change in 
scene radiance between adjacent picture elements, 
and 0ir is the angle that infrared wave vectors 
make with the system axis inside the mixing crys 
tal. Ai>j r is the phase-matched spectral bandwidth, 
r is the frame time, and P(= h/ s) is the number of 
resolution elements across a diameter of the object. 

For broadband infrared upconversion, the 
effective phase-matchable bandwidth (about the 
central wavelength A^) is given by3 :

(9)

A^ = -"-  ^- 
nr Lc V nt,\

where co is the angular frequency.

2.6 Contrast
The contrast C between two adjacent resolution 
elements is defined as

C =
1

(10)

where IH and IL represent upconverted intensities 
at higher and lower temperatures. The spectral 
radiance N of a blackbody is governed by Planck's
law:

N = (11)

where h is Planck's constant, K is the Boltzmann 
constant, and e^ is the spectral emissivity of the 
body. By assuming that phase-matched infrared 
radiation emitted by adjacent resolution elements 
(of thermal object) is upconverted with equal effi 
ciency and is of the same wavelength, it is possible 
to obtain a more useful equation for determining 
contrast:

where TH and TC are temperatures of warmer and 
cooler elements, respectively. It is often more con 
venient to employ Eq. ( 1 2) rather than Eq. (10) for 
computation of contrast since in the former rela 
tion the temperature parameters are due to 
infrared image, whereas in the latter equation the 
intensities refer to elements of the upconverted 
image.
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The Uniphase Hehe laser.
Uniquely stable...thermally and rotationally.
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Beam pointing stability and amplitude stability are
a function of the thermal stability of a laser tube.
With this requirement in mind, Uniphase has de-
veloped a HeNe laser ideally suited to applications
requiring steady, stable and reliable power.

The strip chart recordings above illustrate the
discernible power differences evident when a
Uniphase plasma tube is compared with that of
another major manufacturer. In the experiment,
a Uniphase tube and another tube were each
suspended several inches above an optical bench.
Rotational orientations were noted. Each tube was
turned on from a cold start and operated for 14
minutes. The procedure was then repeated three
more times, rotating each
tube 90° about its axis
for each 14 minute
segment of the test.

180° 0 270° O

As is apparent by the results, the Uniphase tube
(Figure 1) climbed smoothly in power and leveled
to a steady power output which varied little from
one orientation to the next. The other tube (Figure 2),
by contrast, was subject to erratic variations in
power. Moreover, power output clearly depended
on rotational orientation.

The Uniphase HeNe laser has been designed not
only for maximum power but for stability and ease
of application as well. When you install this tube,
you can depend on consistent results. We'd like
to show you more. For further information, call
or write Uniphase, 1145 Tasman Drive,
Sunnyvale, CA 94086. Telephone: (408) 745 -1400.
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The Uniphase HeNe laser.
Uniquely stable...thermally and rotationally
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Figure 2. 
Another manufacturer's 2mW HeNe laser tube.
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Beam pointing stability and amplitude stability are 
a function of the thermal stability of a laser tube. 
With this requirement in mind, Uniphase has de 
veloped a HeNe laser ideally suited to applications 
requiring steady, stable and reliable power.

The strip chart recordings above illustrate the 
discernible power differences evident when a 
Uniphase plasma tube is compared with that of 
another major manufacturer. In the experiment, 
a Uniphase tube and another tube were each 
suspended several inches above an optical bench. 
Rotational orientations were noted. Each tube was 
turned on from a cold start and operated for 14 
minutes. The procedure was then repeated three 
more times, rotating each 
tube 90° about its axis 
for each 14 minute 
segment of the test.

As is apparent by the results, the Uniphase tube 
(Figure 1) climbed smoothly in power and leveled 
to a steady power output which varied little from 
one orientation to the next. The other tube (Figure 2), 
by contrast, was subject to erratic variations in 
power. Moreover, power output clearly depended 
on rotational orientation.

The Uniphase HeNe laser has been designed not 
only for maximum power but for stability and ease 
of application as well. When you install this tube, 
you can depend on consistent results, We'd like 
to show you more. For further information, call 
or write Uniphase, 1145Tasman Drive, 
Sunnyvale, CA 94086. Telephone: (408) 745-1400.

(jgj) uniphase
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Continued from Page SR -088

3. REQUIREMENTS FOR MIXING
CRYSTAL, PUMP LASER, AND IMAGE
DETECTOR
For image upconversion systems, the crystal should
be transparent at the infrared, pump, and sum
frequencies and simultaneously possess a large
nonlinear coefficient. It must also allow phase
matching and be obtainable in large, good quality
pieces.

The frequency of the pump laser should be
such that both Xp and À are within the transpar-
ency region of crystal (it is also desirable that as be
in a range where efficient detectors are available).
Laser power should be preferably high (without
exceeding the damage threshold of crystal) since
the upconversion efficiency is generally low. For a
system that we have designed, a tunable dye laser
(Phase -R model DL2100C) was selected. A prou-
stite crystal Ag3AsS3 was chosen for mixing the
infrared and the pump. Proustite (of optimum
quality) is transparent from 0.6 µm to 13 am,
phase matchable via angle tuning, can be grown in
large good quality boules, and possesses a non-
linear coefficient that is a factor of 40 larger than
KDP. For detection of an upconverted image, the
RCA 4550 (S -20 photo surface) image intensifier,
which has low noise and a luminous gain of 51500,
was selected.

4. IMAGE UPCONVERSION SYSTEM
A schematic of an image upconverter is shown in
Fig. 2. The output of a dye laser is expanded and
reflected toward the mixing medium (a proustite
crystal). Also entering the nonlinear crystal is
radiation from an infrared source. Inside the
crystal the laser beam and the infrared radiation
interact to produce a visible upconverted image. A
set of filters and analyzers are used to ensure only
passage of the upconverted signal (by attenuating
the laser beam), which is then focused on the
entrance face of the image intensifier. For upcon-
version of a thermal image using a dye laser prou -
stite system,5 typical values are:

L = 1.85 cm,
Pp /A = 0.0175 W /cm2,
A = n- cm2,

77ir = 2.72,
np = 2.96,
ris = 2.95.

(For proustite the indices of refraction at a wave-
length X (in micrometers) can be determined as
follows7: for ordinary rays,

0.4454 1733 1/2
=r7 (9.22 2° - +

- 0.1264 1000 -a
2

Fig. 2. Block diagram of an infrared image
upconverter.

for extraordinary rays,

>1e = rl °71 [(1I °)2sin20 +(r7 )2cos2
-1/2

where O is the phase- matching angle, and

71 = 7.007 + 0.3230/( X2 -0.1 192)

- 660/(1000 - X2)]1/2.)

Air = 8 X10-4 cm,
As = 0.641 X10-4 cm,
c = 3X1010 cm /s,
d = 7.54 X10-8 esu.

(The above value of d corresponds to a proustite
of excellent optical quality; crystal defects can
lower d significantly.)

T = 0.2576,
h = 35.56 cm,
x = 35.56 cm,
S = 1.5 X10-3 rad,
G= 3,
77c = 2.49 X 10-7,

rid = 3.57X10-2,
N = 6.77X10-6 W cm1 sr-I,

r
dN /dT = 1.29X 10- W cm 1 sr 1 K-1,

vir = 1250 cm-I,
= 0.171 rad,

óKs/aws - aKir/ówir = 1.35 X10-1 I,
Ovir = 1.34 cm',
AT = 0.25° C.

If we substitute these values in the equations of
Sec. 2, we obtain,

nue = 1.46 X10-8,
Ps = 4.69 X10-8 Pir,
S = 0.894 cm,
am = 0.1372 rad,
r = 59 s,
A7`ir = 8.57 X10-3 µm,
C = 0.48 percent.

Important applications of parametric image
upconversion include conversion to visible of
thermal images and upconversion of 10.6 µm
(CO2 laser beam) illuminated images. In each
application it is desirable to optimize the system
performance, and possible techniques for realiz-
ing this objective are described in the following
section.

5. OPTIMIZATION OF UPCONVERSION
SYSTEMS

5.1. Maximizing the efficiency
To increase the conversion efficiency, it is possible
to enhance the infrared image or the pump laser
by means of resonant cavities.8 It is desirable to
resonate the infrared image only when it is coher-
ent, and the cavity should possess a large Fresnel
number to minimize the degradation in image
resolution9' IO To increase the effective pump
power, it is possible to employ a cavity external to
the laser, or to place the mixing medium inside the
laser cavity. Optimum capabilities of such tech-
niques are realized when losses due to intracavity
optical components are minimized. An intracavity
upconversion system composed of a high Q laser
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and a low -loss mixing medium can yield gains in
efficiencys (as compared to an extracavity ver-
sion) of about 140 due to enhancement of pump
intensity. The need for intracavity techniques often
arises due to limitations imposed by available
pump powers, system noise (noise sources for sum
frequency upconversion include quantum noise
(which is often the dominant source), spontane-
ous emission of electrons from the photocathode,
parametric fluorescence, inadequate filtering of
laser pump, and thermal background radiation),
and low powers of infrared image.

5.2. Optimization of spatial resolution
To achieve optimum spatial resolution, it is
required to maintain the length of crystal as small
as possible, the laser linewidth and divergence
should be minimized, and the presence of higher
order transverse modes should be prevented."
However, a large divergence will increase the
phase- matchable bandwidth, and optimization of
spatial resolution by reduction in crystal length
will be accompanied with sacrifice in conversion
efficiency.

5.3. Maximizing the acceptance angle
Noncritical phase matching allows the maximum
acceptable angle. am can be further increased by
decreasing the crystal length or increasing the
pump divergence. However, the former approach
will decrease the efficiency, while the latter will
degrade the system resolution. A multipass matrix
pumping scheme, aimed at increasing the field of
view with minimal sacrifice in efficiency or resolu-
tion, has been described by Evtuhov et a1.12

5.4. Optimization of frame time and contrast
Effective means for reducing the frame time (for a
given temperature sensitivity) are to maximize the
pump laser power or the crystal length; however,
the latter alternative will degrade the system reso-
lution. Optimization of pump power, via intracav-
ity techniques, is often desirable for obtaining a
low frame time, particularly when resolving small
temperature variations.

The contrast of the upconverted image can be
enhanced by means of optical filtering.13

6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Among the significant applications of infrared
image upconversion are conversion to visible of
low power thermal images (with possible devel-
opment of a thermographs and CO2 laser beam
illuminated images. We have discussed important
characteristics of parametric upconversion systems
and have emphasized certain methods for achiev-
ing optimum performance. Enhancement of the
infrared power or the laser beam, via intracavity
techniques, provides effective means for increas-
ing the conversion efficiency. Resonance of the
infrared image is, however, desirable only when it
is coherent. Enhancement of the pump laser power
will increase the efficiency and also reduce the
frame time. To optimize the spatial resolution, the
pump laser beam should be of low divergence and
linewidth, and the length of the interaction
medium should be minimized.
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3. REQUIREMENTS FOR MIXING 
CRYSTAL, PUMP LASER, AND IMAGE 
DETECTOR
For image upconversion systems, the crystal should 
be transparent at the infrared, pump, and sum 
frequencies and simultaneously possess a large 
nonlinear coefficient. It must also allow phase 
matching and be obtainable in large, good quality 
pieces.

The frequency of the pump laser should be 
such that both V and A are within the transpar 
ency region of crystal (it is also desirable that AS be 
in a range where efficient detectors are available). 
Laser power should be preferably high (without 
exceeding the damage threshold of crystal) since 
the upconversion efficiency is generally low. For a 
system that we have designed, a tunable dye laser 
(Phase-R model DL2100C) was selected. A prou 
stite crystal Ag3 AsS3 was chosen for mixing the 
infrared and the pump. Proustite (of optimum 
quality) is transparent from 0.6 /xm to 13 /urn, 
phase matchable via angle tuning, can be grown in 
large good quality boules, and possesses a non 
linear coefficient that is a factor of 40 larger than 
KDP. For detection of an upconverted image, the 
RCA 4550 (S-20 photo surface) image intensifier, 
which has low noise and a luminous gain of 51500, 
was selected.

4. IMAGE UPCONVERSION SYSTEM
A schematic of an image upconverter is shown in 
Fig. 2. The output of a dye laser is expanded and 
reflected toward the mixing medium (a proustite 
crystal). Also entering the nonlinear crystal is 
radiation from an infrared source. Inside the 
crystal the laser beam and the infrared radiation 
interact to produce a visible upconverted image. A 
set of filters and analyzers are used to ensure only 
passage of the upconverted signal (by attenuating 
the laser beam), which is then focused on the 
entrance face of the image intensifier. For upcon 
version of a thermal image using a dye laser prou 
stite system,5 typical values are:

L = 1.85cm,
Pp /A = 0.0175 W/cm2 ,
A = TT cm ,
% = 2.72,
*?p = 2.96,
T7S = 2.95.

(For proustite the indices of refraction at a wave 
length A (in micrometers) can be determined as 
follows7 : for ordinary rays,

  I Q~
0.4454 1733

————————————— _

X2 - 0.1264 1000 -\2

1/2

Fig. 2. Block diagram of an infrared image 
upconverter.

for extraordinary rays, 

rf = T7V[(^°)2 sin2 0 + (r;02 cos2 0]~ 1/2 , 

where 6 is the phase-matching angle, and 

rf = [7.007 + 0.3230/(A2 - 0.1192) 

- 660/(1000-A2)] 1 / 2 .)

Ajj. = 8X10~4 cm, 
As = 0.641X10"4 cm, 
c = 3X10 10 cm/s, 
d = 7.54X10"8 esu.

(The above value of d corresponds to a proustite 
of excellent optical quality; crystal defects can 
lower d significantly.)

T = 0.2576, 
h = 35.56 cm, 
x - 35.56 cm, 
8 = 1.5XHT3 rad,
G = 3,
77C = 2.49 X10"7 ,
T7d = 3.57 X10~2 ,
N^ = 6.77 X10"6 Wcm" 1 sr" 1 ,

dN^ /dT = 1.29X10"7 W cm" 1 sr" 1 KT 1 ,

v-ir = 1250cm" 1 , 
cf> = 0.171 rad,
dKs /<9cos -dKir /6>coir = 1.35XKT 11 , 

Ai/ir = 1.34cm" 1 , 
AT = 0.25° C.

If we substitute these values in the equations of 
Sec. 2, we obtain,

r/uc - 1.46X10"8 ,
Ps = 4.69 X10"8 Pir ,
S = 0.894 cm,
am = 0.1372 rad,
r = 59 s,
AAir = 8.57 X10"3 /urn,
C = 0.48 percent.

Important applications of parametric image 
upconversion include conversion to visible of 
thermal images and upconversion of 10.6 /urn 
(CO? laser beam) illuminated images. In each 
application it is desirable to optimize the system 
performance, and possible techniques for realiz 
ing this objective are described in the following 
section.

5. OPTIMIZATION OF UPCONVERSION 
SYSTEMS
5.1. Maximizing the efficiency
To increase the conversion efficiency, it is possible 
to enhance the infrared image or the pump laser 
by means of resonant cavities. 8 It is desirable to 
resonate the infrared image only when it is coher 
ent, and the cavity should possess a large Fresnel 
number to minimize the degradation in image 
resolution. 9 - 10 To increase the effective pump 
power, it is possible to employ a cavity external to 
the laser, or to place the mixing medium inside the 
laser cavity. Optimum capabilities of such tech 
niques are realized when losses due to intracavity 
optical components are minimized. An intracavity 
upconversion system composed of a high Q laser

and a low-loss mixing medium can yield gains in 
efficiency8 (as compared to an extracavity ver 
sion) of about 140 due to enhancement of pump 
intensity. The need for intracavity techniques often 
arises due to limitations imposed by available 
pump powers, system noise (noise sources for sum 
frequency upconversion include quantum noise 
(which is often the dominant source), spontane 
ous emission of electrons from the photocathode, 
parametric fluorescence, inadequate filtering of 
laser pump, and thermal background radiation), 
and low powers of infrared image.

5.2. Optimization of spatial resolution
To achieve optimum spatial resolution, it is 
required to maintain the length of crystal as small 
as possible, the laser linewidth and divergence 
should be minimized, and the presence of higher 
order transverse modes should be prevented." 
However, a large divergence will increase the 
phase-matchable bandwidth, and optimization of 
spatial resolution by reduction in crystal length 
will be accompanied with sacrifice in conversion 
efficiency.

5.3. Maximizing the acceptance angle
Noncritical phase matching allows the maximum 
acceptable angle. am can be further increased by 
decreasing the crystal length or increasing the 
pump divergence. However, the former approach 
will decrease the efficiency, while the latter will 
degrade the system resolution. A multipass matrix 
pumping scheme, aimed at increasing the field of 
view with minimal sacrifice in efficiency or resolu 
tion, has been described by Evtuhov et al. 12

5.4. Optimization of frame time and contrast
Effective means for reducing the frame time (for a 
given temperature sensitivity) are to maximize the 
pump laser power or the crystal length; however, 
the latter alternative will degrade the system reso 
lution. Optimization of pump power, via intracav 
ity techniques, is often desirable for obtaining a 
low frame time, particularly when resolving small 
temperature variations.

The contrast of the upconverted image can be 
enhanced by means of optical filtering. 13

6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Among the significant applications of infrared 
image upconversion are conversion to visible of 
low power thermal images (with possible devel 
opment of a thermograph5 and CO2 laser beam 
illuminated images. We have discussed important 
characteristics of parametric upconversion systems 
and have emphasized certain methods for achiev 
ing optimum performance. Enhancement of the 
infrared power or the laser beam, via intracavity 
techniques, provides effective means for increas 
ing the conversion efficiency. Resonance of the 
infrared image is, however, desirable only when it 
is coherent. Enhancement of the pump laser power 
will increase the efficiency and also reduce the 
frame time. To optimize the spatial resolution, the 
pump laser beam should be of low divergence and 
linewidth, and the length of the interaction 
medium should be minimized.
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COMMENTS ON ADVANCED
INFRARED DETECTORS

AND SYSTEMS

[ This is Part 110f a two part report on the Advanced
Infrared Sensors Conference held October 29 -30,
1981, at the Institution of Electrical Engineers,
Savoy Place, London, England. Part I of this report
appeared in the SPIE Reports section of the May/
June 1982 issue of Optical Engineering. Ed.]

The International Conference on Advanced
Infrared Detectors and Systems was held October
29 -30, 1982, at the Institution of Electrical Engi-
neers in London. There were some 325 attendees,
mostly from the United Kingdom, but there were
75 present from 13 other countries, including 14
from the United States.

The highlights of the program were the two
invited papers on the SPRITE detector by T. C.
Elliot of the Royal Signals and Radar Establish-
ment (RSRE), United Kingdom, and the Oxford
University Miniature Cryogenic Refrigerator by
G. Davey, plus the paper by Ian Baker of Mullard
Southampton and the introduction to the con-
ference by F. E. Jones of Unitech.

Jones traced the history of infrared technology
from Herschel in 1800. He pointed out that, after
Herschel disclosed that there was energy beyond
the visible, it was not until 1845 that we had mea-
sured to 1.5 µm, 1.9 gm by 1857, and 2.7 gm by
1942 after intelligence disclosed large purchases of
galena (PbS) by the Germans (under Ed
Kutzscher, later of Lockheed). In the 1945 -1950
era, the British, using PbS, tracked a bomber out

Fig. 1. Conventional delay line circuit.

merge Scan velocity IA
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1
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Read-our Region
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Fig. 2. Schematic illustration of SPRITE detec-
tor operation.
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Background _f: ------
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Fig. 3. Schematic illustration of SPRITE detec-
tor operation.

to 80 miles. The next milestone was the British
discovery of cadmium mercury telluride (CMT) in
1959 (completely ignoring the work on doped
germanium by Henry Levenstein and his col-
leagues at Syracuse during the 1950s) and finally
the development of the TED in 1974. Later, the
acronym for this detector was changed to
SPRITE (Signal Processing in the Element).

Elliot presented the first of some ten papers on
the SPRITE detector and its applications. The
SPRITE was called TED (Tom Elliot's Device)
during the time it was classified by the British
government. Since the detector performs the same
function as a time delay and integration (TDI)
array, its name was changed to SPRITE to de-
scribe its operation.

The SPRITE is used primarily in thermal
imaging systems. In a typical thermal imaging
system (such as the British FLIR), a number of
detectors are scanned over a scene by mirrors to
create a picture containing about 105 elements.
About 100 elements are used in an M XN matrix.
M lines of the image are scanned simultaneously
while N elements in each row sequentially scan the
same point in the image. For each row of detec-
tors, TDI is performed electronically to add the
signal from the N detectors while the noise is
added in an rms process. Thus, a series/ parallel
scheme is used, and M channels of information
are multiplexed and displayed, as shown in Fig. 1.

The SPRITE consists of a strip of n -type mer-
cury cadmium telluride about 1 mm long by 50 µm
wide and 10 µm thick with three ohmic contacts. A
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constant current circuit provides a (high) bias
through the two end contacts, and a third contact is
the signal readout. The bias is high enough for the
excess minority carriers generated to reach the neg-
ative end contact before recombination occurs in
the bulk (see Figs. 2 and 3).

Since it is essential to understanding the func-
tioning of the SPRITE, Dr. Elliot's paper on the
SPRITE detector is quoted directly:

Consider now an element of the image
scanned along the strip as illustrated in
Fig. 2. The excess carrier density in the
strip, at a position corresponding to the
illuminated element, increases during the
scan as illustrated in Fig. 3. When the
illuminated region enters the read -out zone
the increased conductivity modulates the
voltage on the read -out contact that pro-
vides an output signal. Since the integra-
tion time of the signal flux, which is -r in a
long element (or L/ vs in a shorter element),
can be greater than the dwell time on a
conventional discrete element in a fast -
scanned serial system, a larger conductiv-
ity modulation and hence a larger output
signal is observed. In a background limited
detector the principal noise sources are
fluctuations in the excess carrier density
generated by the background flux. The
background is also integrated for a period
r, but since the uncertainty in the excess
carrier density is proportional to the
square -root of the integrated flux, a net
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COMMENTS ON ADVANCED
INFRARED DETECTORS

AND SYSTEMS

[This is Part I I of a two part report on the Advanced 
Infrared Sensors Conference held October 29-30, 
1981, at the Institution of Electrical Engineers, 
Savoy Place, London, England, Part I of this report 
appeared in the SPIE Reports section of the May/ 
June 1982 issue o/Optical Engineering. Ed.]

The International Conference on Advanced 
Infrared Detectors and Systems was held October 
29-30, 1982, at the Institution of Electrical Engi 
neers in London. There were some 325 attendees, 
mostly from the United Kingdom, but there were 
75 present from 13 other countries, including 14 
from the United States.

The highlights of the program were the two 
invited papers on the SPRITE detector by T. C. 
Elliot of the Royal Signals and Radar Establish 
ment (RSRE), United Kingdom, and the Oxford 
University Miniature Cryogenic Refrigerator by 
G. Davey, plus the paper by lan Baker of Mullard 
Southampton and the introduction to the con 
ference by F. E. Jones of Unitech.

Jones traced the history of infrared technology 
from Herschel in 1800. He pointed out that, after 
Herschel disclosed that there was energy beyond 
the visible, it was not until 1845 that we had mea 
sured to 1.5 /Ltm, 1.9 jum by 1857, and 2.7 jum by 
1942 after intelligence disclosed large purchases of 
galena (PbS) by the Germans (under Ed 
Kutzscher, later of Lockheed). In the 1945-1950 
era, the British, using PbS, tracked a bomber out
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Fig. 3. Schematic illustration of SPRITE detec 
tor operation.

to 80 miles. The next milestone was the British 
discovery of cadmium mercury telluride(CMT) in 
1959 (completely ignoring the work on doped 
germanium by Henry Levenstein and his col 
leagues at Syracuse during the 1950s) and finally 
the development of the TED in 1974. Later, the 
acronym for this detector was changed to 
SPRITE (Signal Processing in the Element).

Elliot presented the first of some ten papers on 
the SPRITE detector and its applications. The 
SPRITE was called TED (Tom Elliot's Device) 
during the time it was classified by the British 
government. Since the detector performs the same 
function as a time delay and integration (TDI) 
array, its name was changed to SPRITE to de 
scribe its operation.

The SPRITE is used primarily in thermal 
imaging systems. In a typical thermal imaging 
system (such as the British FLIR), a number of 
detectors are scanned over a scene by mirrors to 
create a picture containing about 105 elements. 
About 100 elements are used in an M XN matrix. 
M lines of the image are scanned simultaneously 
while N elements in each row sequentially scan the 
same point in the image. For each row of detec 
tors, TDI is performed electronically to add the 
signal from the N detectors while the noise is 
added in an rms process. Thus, a series/parallel 
scheme is used, and M channels of information 
are multiplexed and displayed, as shown in Fig. 1.

The SPRITE consists of a strip of n-type mer 
cury cadmium telluride about 1 mm long by 50 /um 
wide and 10 jum thick with three ohmic contacts. A
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constant current circuit provides a (high) bias 
through the two end contacts, and a third contact is 
the signal readout. The bias is high enough for the 
excess minority carriers generated to reach the neg 
ative end contact before recombination occurs in 
the bulk (see Figs. 2 and 3).

Since it is essential to understanding the func 
tioning of the SPRITE, Dr. Elliot's paper on the 
SPRITE detector is quoted directly:

Consider now an element of the image 
scanned along the strip as illustrated in 
Fig. 2. The excess carrier density in the 
strip, at a position corresponding to the 
illuminated element, increases during the 
scan as illustrated in Fig. 3. When the 
illuminated region enters the read-out zone 
the increased conductivity modulates the 
voltage on the read-out contact that pro 
vides an output signal. Since the integra 
tion time of the signal flux, which is ~r in a 
long element (or L/ vs in a shorter element), 
can be greater than the dwell time on a 
conventional discrete element in a fast- 
scanned serial system, a larger conductiv 
ity modulation and hence a larger output 
signal is observed. In a background limited 
detector the principal noise sources are 
fluctuations in the excess carrier density 
generated by the background flux. The 
background is also integrated for a period 
r, but since the uncertainty in the excess 
carrier density is proportional to the 
square-root of the integrated flux, a net
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FORUM

gain in signal -to -noise ratio with respect to
a discrete element is obtained which is
proportional to 7-112. The simple three lead
structure with a single preamplifier, there-
fore, performs a detection and time- delay-
integration function which previously
required an array of discrete detectors with
their associated amplifiers and time delay
circuits.
The responsivity* is approximately

7)rEtR -
EW2tn

where

i1 = quantum efficiency,
r = integration time,
E = bias field,
t = length of the readout region,

Ex = photon energy,
W = device width,

t = device thickness, and
n = equilibrium free electron density in

the device.

The detectivity Dj is approximately

The exact equation for R will be given in an article to be
published in a future edition of Infrared Physics.

The exact equation for DR will be given in an article to
be published in a future edition of Infrared Physics.

TABLE I. Stored Energy Systems- Standard
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Fig. 4. Performance parameters of an 8 to 13
pm band SPRITE operated at 77 K in 30 deg
field of view. Taken from T. C. Elliot, Royal
Signals and Radar Establishment, United
Kingdom.
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Fig. 5. Performance parameters for a SPRITE
with a cutoff wavelength of 4.5 pm at 183 Kin
55 deg field of view. Taken from T. C. Elliot,
Royal Signals and Radar Establishment, United
Kingdom.

(2e)112 DI' (BLIP) (ST)I/2 ,

where S = Vs/ W, the pixel rate; thus, there is an

Poured liquid
detector in
storage Dewar

Leidenfrost transfer
detector separate
from storage Dewar

Bottled gas J.T.
long duration
systems (self -
regulating cooler

Bottled gas J.T.
single shot short
duration systems (fixed
orifice cooler

Refrigerant LN2 LN2 Usually air at
400 bar, N2,
argon

Usually argon
at 400 bar

Consumption 18 g /hour + 40 -100 g /hour 300 ml bottle 100 ml bottle
boil off in
storage Dewar

+ boil off in
storage Dewar

lasts 1 hr lasts 1 -2 min

Cooldown
time

N.A. 10 -15 sec 10 -20 sec down to 2 sec

Detector
temperature

77 K 77 K 80 -85 K 88 -95 K

Mass /watt
hour

0.1 kg 0.3 kg 0.5 kg 20 kg

Logistic LN2 tankers or LN2 tanks or Bottle, charging None
support N2 liquefier N liquefier or plant- compressor

or air liquefier air liquefier & gas cleaners

Application Laboratory,
drone
surveillance
systems

Laboratory,
shipboard,
nonmobile

Aircraft, man
carried

Missile

Attitude <30° from
vertical

Both Dewars
<30° from vertical

Any Any

Standby
time

Fraction of
duration

20 hr max,
affects duration

Several weeks
minimum

Over 5 years

Cold end
temp

77 K 77 K 80 -85 K 88 -95 K

Separation
of detector

None 8 m max Unlimited Unlimited but normally
very short

Temperature
stability

Excellent Very good Very good Smooth but cools down
during run

Flexibility
at detector

None Fair Very good if
required

Very good if required

All systems use direct boiling heat transfer, are noiseless and vibration free.

°Taken from D. N. Campbell, Hymatic Engineering Company, Ltd.
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gain in signal-to-noise ratio with respect to 
a discrete element is obtained which is 
proportional to r1/2 . The simple three lead 
structure with a single preamplifier, there 
fore, performs a detection and time-delay- 
integration function which previously 
required an array of discrete detectors with 
their associated amplifiers and time delay 
circuits. 

The responsivity* is approximately

R. =
Ex W2 tn

where

77 = quantum efficiency,
T = integration time,
e = bias field,
t = length of the readout region, 

E^ = photon energy, 
W = device width,

t = device thickness, and
n = equilibrium free electron density in 

the device.

The detectivity Df is approximately

The exact equation for R will be jgiven in an article to be 
published in a future edition of Infrared Physics.

1078/37/36C
FOV = 30° 
T ; I-5X10'*S 
Pa - 445cm 1 V~'S~

BIAS FIELD. Vcm

fThe exact equation for D* will be given in an article to 
be published in a future edition of Infrared Physics.

Fig. 4. Performance parameters of an 8 to 13 
yum band SPRITE operated at 77 K in 30 deg 
field of view. Taken from T. C. Elliot, Royal 
Signals and Radar Establishment, United 
Kingdom.

Fig. 5. Performance parameters for a SPRITE 
with a cutoff wavelength of 4.5 urn at 183 K in 
55 deg field of view. Taken from T. C. Elliot, 
Royal Signals and Radar Establishment, United 
Kingdom.

D* « (2r7) l/2 D* (BLIP) (Sr) l/2 ,

where S = VS /W, the pixel rate; thus, there is an

TABLE I. Stored Energy Systems Standard Load Around 1 Watt8

Refrigerant

Consumption

Cooldown
time
Detector
temperature
Mass/watt
hour
Logistic 
support

Application

/Attitude

Standby
time
Cold end
temp
Separation
of detector
Temperature
stability
Flexibility
at detector

Poured liquid 
detector in 
storage Dewar

LN2

18 g/hour +
boil off in
storage Dewar
N.A.

77 K

0.1 kg

LN2 tankers or 
N2 liquefier
or air liquefier
Laboratory,
drone
surveillance
systems
<30° from
vertical
Fraction of
duration
77 K

None

Excellent

None

All systems use

Leidenfrost transfer 
detector separate 
from storage Dewar

LN2

40-1 00 g/hour
+ boil off in
storage Dewar
10-1 5 sec

77 K

0.3kg

LN2 tanks or 
N2 liquefier or
air liquefier
Laboratory,
shipboard,
nonmobile

Both Dewars
<30° from vertical
20 hr max,
affects duration
77 K

8 m max

Very good

Fair

direct boiling heat transfer, are noiseless

Bottled gas J.T. 
long duration 
systems (self- 
regulating cooler
Usually air at
400 bar, N2 ,
argon
300 ml bottle
lasts 1 hr

1 0-20 sec

80-85 K

0.5kg

Bottle, charging 
plant-compressor
& gas cleaners
Aircraft, man
carried

Any

Several weeks
minimum
80-85 K

Unlimited

Very good

Very good if
required

and vibration free.

Bottled gas J.T. 
single shot short 
duration systems (fixed 
orifice cooler
Usually argon
at 400 bar

100ml bottle
lasts 1-2 m in

down to 2 sec

88-95 K

20kg

None

Missile

Any

Over 5 years

88-95 K

Unlimited but normally
very short
Smooth but cools down
during run
Very good if required

8Taken from D. N. Campbell, Hymatic Engineering Company, Ltd.
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Fig. 6. Measured and theoretical MTF data for
an experimental serial scan imager (4) employ-
ing 8 to 13 band SPRITE. Taken from T. C.
Elliot, Royal Signals and Radar Establishment,
United Kingdom.
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Fig. 6. Measured and theoretical MTF data for 
an experimental serial scan imager (4) employ 
ing 8 to 13 /Lim band SPRITE. Taken from T. C. 
Elliot, Royal Signals and Radar Establishment, 
United Kingdom.
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Continued from Page SR -093

improvement over the D in a conventional device
of (2Sr)1/2.

Many devices have been built and tested. Fig-
ures 4 through 7 are taken from Elliot. The solid
curves are the theoretical orders; the dotted curves
are the actuals. Note that the 3 to 5 µm results (and
predictions) are much poorer than the 8 to 14 µm
devices. This is because of the higher biases
required for the 3 to 5µm devices. Typical values
are --2 µsec for the 8 to 14 µm units compared
with values greater than 15 sec for the 3 to 5 µm
devices. Useful performance was obtained at
channel pixel rates exceeding 500 kbits/ sec for the
8 to 14 µm compared with 100 kbits/ sec for the 3
to 5µm devices.

(Before you get the impression that the
SPRITE is the answer to all detector problems, let
me point out a few deficiencies. Because the
devices depend on bias, they are limited to PC

type of HCT, and the number of detector elements
is limited to about 2000 because of joule heating.)

Parallel arrays of SPRITES can be substi-
tuted for discrete element arrays in serial/ parallel
imaging systems. Parallel arrays of 16 and 24
elements have already been fabricated. As stated
earlier, the British have standardized on the TED
for their FLIRs.

The next six papers, and six more on the fol-
lowing day, dealt with system application of the
SPRITE for use in thermal imagers, such as the
FLIR, so much so that they spoke of TICM for
thermal image common modules -implying de-
signs whose function and volume and, of course,
bolt patterns were interchangeable from one
manufacturer to the next.

There were papers on mirror drives for
SPRITE, system tradeoffs with SPRITEs, opti-
mization of SPRITE systems, displays of SPRITE,

TABLE II. Powered, Continuous Running Cooling Systems- Standard Load Around 1 Watt'

and a lightweight, 3 to 5 µm thermal imager using
a SPRITE.

The second invited paper, "The Oxford Univ.
Miniature Stirling Refrigerator" by G. Davey,
describes his task of providing a satellite -borne
refrigerator that has a two year continuous life
with low weight and low input to provide about
1/ 2 W of cooling at 80 K.

The device consists of separate compressor
and displacer units, the two parts being connected
by a small diameter tube. This permits incorpora-
tion of the cooler into the detector system isolated
from the compressor, which is the main source of
vibration. A unit that has operated for "5000 hr of
carefully monitored operation" with no problems,
no deterioration of performance, and no indica-
tion of wear has resulted. This produced 1 W of
refrigeration at 80 K to a 12 mm diameter cold
finger from 60 W of input power.

Compressor
J.T.

Thermoelectric Integral
module Stirling

Integral
Vuilleumier

Split
Stirling

Split
Vuilleumier

McMahon
Gifford

Power supply 28 V dc,
intermittent
high current

Input power/ 80 W
watt cooling
Cold end 82 -85 K
temperature
Cooling Boiling
interface liquid

Temperature Automatic,
control boiling

liquid

Mass at 6 g
detector
Flexibility Very good
at detector if req'd

Separation Unlimited
of detector
Vibration at None
detector transmitted

Microphony Fairly low

Cooldown 20 -30 sec
time
Attitude Compressor

vertical

Total 4 kg
mass /watt (10 kg for

3 W)

Logistic Oil and
support desiccants

Noise Fairly high
(acoustic)

Heat None at
dispersal detector

Altitude 3000 m if
limits open circuit
Servicing Oil, 25 hr

check.
1000 change
desiccant
75 hr

Low voltage dc dc /ac

1400 at 163 K 60 W
250 at 180 K
180-200 K

Soldered
contact
Feedback
control
normal
250 at 200 K 3kg
500 g at 180 K
None, not None
needed
Not needed None

20-80 K

dc /ac
any heat
source
300 W

20-80 K

dc/ac

70 W

20-80 K

dc /ac
any heat
source

dc/ac

400 W 120 W

20-80 K 20-80 K

Flat face contact, spring loaded, probably grease filled (demountable) or direct
mounted to finger.
By cooling load balance or feedback control, preferably speed control
(dc only) to reduce wear rates

None Virtually
none with
Rhombic
drive

Very low Moderate
20 -30 sec 5 -10 min

Any Any

250 g at 200 K 3 kg
500 g at 180 K

None None

Silent Moderate

Close to
detector

4 kg

None

None

Low due
to small
torque

100g 100g

Possible but difficult except
in smallest sizes
Max practicable around 1 m
but should be minimized
Axial only, fairly low,
difficult to compensate,
some transmission along
pipe from pulsator

200 g

Can be good

Unlimited

Generally
low, mostly
axial

Moderate Moderate Moderate Moderate
5 -10 min 5 -10 min 5 -10 min 5 -10 min

Any Any Any Any

4 kg 4 kg 5 kg 5 kg
(depends on separation)

None None None Oil and
desiccants
for some

Fairly
quiet

Moderate Fairly
quiet

Close to detector

No limit if heat sink available at high altitudes

Some at cold finger,
most at pulsator

None Typical figures around 500 hours for Stirling, 1000 for VM
machines, for small military use machines

Some at cold
finger, most
at compressor

Possible
1000 hr cold
end. 2000 hr
compressor

aTaken from D. N. Campbell, Hymatic Engineering Company, Ltd.
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improvement over the D* in a conventional device
of(2Sr)1/2 .

Many devices have been built and tested. Fig 
ures 4 through 7 are taken from Elliot. The solid 
curves are the theoretical orders; the dotted curves 
are the actuals. Note that the 3 to 5 jum results (and 
predictions) are much poorer than the 8 to 14 pm 
devices. This is because of the higher biases 
required for the 3 to 5 ^im devices. Typical values 
are ~2 /isec for the 8 to 14 /im units compared 
with values greater than 15 /xsec for the 3 to 5 /urn 
devices. Useful performance was obtained at 
channel pixel rates exceeding 500 kbits/ sec for the 
8 to 14 /um compared with 100 kbits/ sec for the 3 
to 5 /urn devices.

(Before you get the impression that the 
SPRITE is the answer to all detector problems, let 
rne point out a few deficiencies. Because the 
devices depend on bias, they are limited to PC

type of HCT, and the number of detector elements 
is limited to about 2000 because of joule heating.)

Parallel arrays of SPRITES can be substi 
tuted for discrete element arrays in serial/ parallel 
imaging systems. Parallel arrays of 16 and 24 
elements have already been fabricated. As stated 
earlier, the British have standardized on the TED 
for their FLIRs.

The next six papers, and six more on the fol 
lowing day, dealt with system application of the 
SPRITE for use in thermal imagers, such as the 
FLIR, so much so that they spoke of TICM for 
thermal image common modules implying de 
signs whose function and volume and, of course, 
bolt patterns were interchangeable from one 
manufacturer to the next.

There were papers on mirror drives for 
SPRITE, system tradeoffs with SPRITES, opti 
mization of SPRITE systems, displays of SPRITE,

and a lightweight, 3 to 5 ;um thermal imager using 
a SPRITE.

The second invited paper, "The Oxford Univ. 
Miniature Stirling Refrigerator" by G. Davey, 
describes his task of providing a satellite-borne 
refrigerator that has a two year continuous life 
with low weight and low input to provide about 
1/2 W of cooling at 80 K.

The device consists of separate compressor 
and displacer units, the two parts being connected 
by a small diameter tube. This permits incorpora 
tion of the cooler into the detector system isolated 
from the compressor, which is the main source of 
vibration. A unit that has operated for "5000 hr of 
carefully monitored operation" with no problems, 
no deterioration of performance, and no indica 
tion of wear has resulted. This produced 1 W of 
refrigeration at 80 K to a 12 mm diameter cold 
finger from 60 W of input power.

TABLE II. Powered, Continuous Running Cooling Systems—Standard Load Around 1 Watt9

Power supply

Input power/ 
watt cooling
Cold end
temperature
Cooling 
interface
Temperature 
control

Mass at 
detector
Flexibility 
at detector
Separation 
of detector
Vibration at 
detector

Microphony
Cooldown 
time
Attitude

Total 
mass/watt

Logistic 
support

Noise 
(acoustic)

Heat 
dispersal

Altitude 
limits
Servicing

Compressor 
J.T.

28 V dc, 
intermittent 
high current
SOW

82-85 K

Boiling 
liquid
Automatic, 
boiling 
liquid
6g

Very good 
if req'd
Unlimited

None 
transmitted

Fairly low
20-30 sec

Compressor 
vertical
4kg 
(10 kg for 
3W)
Oil and 
desiccants

Fairly high

None at 
detector

3000m if 
open circuit
Oil, 25 hr 
check. 
1000 change 
desiccant 
75 hr

Thermoelectric 
module

Low voltage dc

1400 at 163K 
250 at 1 80 K
1 80-200 K

Soldered 
contact
Feedback 
control 
normal
250 at 200 K 
500 gat 180 K
None, not 
needed
Not needed

None

Very low
20-30 sec

Any

250 g at 200 K 
500 gat 180 K

None

Silent

Close to 
detector

No limit if heat

None

Integral Integral 
Stirling Vuilleumier

dc/ac dc/ac 
any heat 
source

60 W 300 W

20-80 K 20-80 K

Flat face contact, spring loaded, 
mounted to finger.

Split Split 
Stirling Vuilleumier

dc/ac dc/ac 
any heat 
source

7O W 40O W

20-80 K 20-80 K

McMahon 
Gifford

dc/ac

120W

20-80 K

probably grease filled (demountable) or direct

By cooling load balance or feedback control, preferably speed control 
(dc only) to reduce wear rates

3 kg 4 kg

None None

None None

Virtually Low due 
none with to small 
Rhombic torque 
drive
Moderate Moderate
5-10min 5-10min

Any Any

3 kg 4 kg

None None

Moderate Fairly 
quiet

Close to detector

sink available at high altitudes

100g 100g

Possible but difficult except 
in smallest sizes
Max practicable around 1 m 
but should be minimized
Axial only, fairly low, 
difficult to compensate, 
some transmission along 
pipe from pulsator
Moderate Moderate
5-10min 5-10min

Any Any

4 kg 5 kg 
(depends on separation)

None None

Moderate Fairly 
quiet

Some at cold finger, 
most at pulsator

Typical figures around 500 hours for Stirling, 1 000 for VM 
machines, for small military use machines

200 g

Can be good

Unlimited

Generally 
low, mostly 
axial

Moderate
5-10 min

Any

5kg

Oil and 
desiccants 
for some

Some at cold 
finger, most 
at compressor

Possible 
1 000 hr cold 
end. 2000 hr 
compressor

aTaken from D. N. Campbell, Hymatic Engineering Company, Ltd.
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A number of refrigerators designed to accept
35 W of input power with an 8 mm diameter cold
finger have been produced. The best of these gives
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Fig. 8. Noise voltage spectrum of an 8 to 13
µm band SPRITE at 77 K.

CLEARANCE SEAL

REGENERATOR

DISPLACER

GAS FROM
COMPRESSOR

LAS COOLER EXPANSION SPACE

Fig. 9. The displacer.

1/2 W of useful refrigeration at 80 K. The total
weight of the device without electronics is approx-
imately 2 kg (see Figs. 8 and 9).

The next four papers discussed various aspects
of detector cooling. G. L. Davis of Mullard de-
scribed several methods of thermoelectric cooling.
He concentrated on heat pumps and thermoelec-

expansion space

displacer /regenerator-.`

displacer springy

compression space

magnet

piston /coil
assembly

piston spring

housing

connecing-
tube

Fig. 10. Diagrammatic cross section of the split
Stirling refrigerator with electrodynamic drive.
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tric devices, detailing the performance achievable
with two- and four -stage coolers. The cold
temperatures, cooldown times, input power, and
load curves are quoted for several cooling loads;
for example, a two -stage cooler, cooldown time 12
sec to within 2 deg of the cold temperature of
-66 °C at 1.4 W running at 3.5 mW / °C.

In a survey paper, D. N. Campbell of the
Hymatic Engineering Company, Ltd. covered both
the stored energy systems and the powered, con-
tinuous running systems. Under stored systems
(Table I, neatly tabulated to 1 W output), he
included LN2 (liquid nitrogen) with detector both
in and out of the Dewar and bottled gas joule -
Thomson, long -term (about I hr duration) and
short-term (1 to 2 min). [Missing from this tabula-
tion were liquid helium and the solid coolers (fro-
zen gases of Ne, Ar, CO2, etc.) produced by
Lockheed and Aerojet.

The tabulation for powered, continuous run-
ning systems (Table II, also standardized to I W)
was more complete. Included were compressor
joule- Thomson, thermoelectric, integral Stirling,
integral VM, split Stirling, split VM, and
McMahon Gifford coolers. Both tables were
arranged to permit rapid intercomparison of the
various systems for such parameters as input
power, cold temperatures, cooldown time, mass/
watt, attitude, logistic support, separation of
detector, and mass at the detector.

A. K. de Jonge of Philips Usfa, Netherlands,

LOW COST IMAGE PROCESSING
(EyeCom II) Measure variations in image brightness,
separate image features, enhance edges and contrast,
measure areas of interest. System compatible with existing
PDP -II or LSI -II computers.

REAL TIME IMAGE PROCESSING

(EyeCom Ill) Real time arithmetic processing, spatial
filtering, histograms. B/W, pseudo or true color display.
Operations 30 times /second. Complete flexibility under
software control.

TOTAL
IMAGE Spatial Data Systems, the pioneer in image process-

ing systems and software, has the answers you need
for y de p Whether 're

ESSI NC basic
an type of

thinking
vi

or real
o

time iage
rocessing.

m 9
in

ou're thinkin about low cost, full ca abilit ima e
processing -think Spatial Data.

FROM Spatial Data
508 So. Fairview Ave., P.O. Box 978, Goleta, CA 93116 TEL (805) 967 -2383 TWX 910- 334 -3462

LogE /Spatial Data Systems, Inc.
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A number of refrigerators designed to accept 
35 W of input power with an 8 rnrn diameter cold 
finger have been produced. The best of these gives

Fig. 8. Noise voltage spectrum of an 8 to 13 
Mm band SPRITE at 77 K.

1/2 W of useful refrigeration at 80 K. The total 
weight of the device without electronics is approx 
imately 2 kg (see Figs. 8 and 9).

The next four papers discussed various aspects 
of detector cooling. G. L. Da vis of Mullard de 
scribed several methods of thermoelectric cooling, 
He concentrated on heat pumps and thermoelec-

expansion space ——— 

displacer / regenerator- 

displacer spring^

compression space 

magnet

piston /coil 
assembly

piston spring 

housing

Fig. 9. The displacer.
Fig. 10. Diagrammatic cross section of the split 
Stirling refrigerator with electrodynamic drive.

trie devices, detailing the performance achievable 
with two- and four-stage coolers. The cold 
temperatures, cooldown times, input power, and 
load curves are quoted for several cooling loads; 
for example, a two-stage cooler, cooldown time 12 
sec to within 2 deg of the cold temperature of 
-66°C at 1.4 W running at 3.5 mW/°C.

In a survey paper, D. N. Campbell of the 
Hymatic Engineering Company, Ltd. covered both 
the stored energy systems and the powered, con 
tinuous running systems. Under stored systems 
(Table I, neatly tabulated to 1 W output), he 
included LN2 (liquid nitrogen) with detector both 
in and out of the Dewar and bottled gas joule- 
Thomson, long-term (about 1 hr duration) and 
short-term (1 to 2 min). [Missing from this tabula 
tion were liquid helium and the solid coolers (fro 
zen gases of Ne, Ar, CO2 , etc.) produced by 
Lockheed and Aerojet.

The tabulation for powered, continuous run 
ning systems (Table II, also standardized to 1 W) 
was more complete. Included were compressor 
joule-Thomson, thermoelectric, integral Stirling, 
integral VM, split Stirling, split VM, and 
Me M anon G if ford coolers. Both tables were 
arranged to permit rapid intercomparison of the 
various systems for such parameters as input 
power, cold temperatures, cooldown time, mass/ 
watt, attitude, logistic support, separation of 
detector, and mass at the detector.

A. K. de Jonge of Philips Usfa, Netherlands,

LOW COST IMAGE PROCESSING
(EyeCom II) Measure variations in image brightness, 
separate image features, enhance edges and contrast, 
measure areas of interest. System compatible with existing 
PDP-11 or LSI-11 computers.

REAL TIME IMAGE PROCESSING
(EyeCom III) Real time arithmetic processing, spatial 
filtering, histograms. B/W, pseudo or true color display. 
Operations 30 times/second. Complete flexibility under 
software control.

TOTAL
PROCESSING;

J^l Spatial Data
fZm|V LogE/Spatial Data Systems, inc.

Spatial Data Systems, the pioneer in image process 
ing systems and software, has the answers you need 
for any type of video processing. Whether you're in 
basic research or real time image processing—if 
you're thinking about low cost, full capability image 
processing—think Spatial Data.
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Fig. 11. Power consumption, cooler No. 55.
25 mW total heat load, 135° cold spot. Taken
from R. Marlow, Marlow Industries, Inc., USA.

discussed a family of "Small Split Stirling Cool-
ers" used by both the British and the United States
in their FLIR common modules. These have the
following capabilities: temperature range, 60 to 80
K; cooling capacities, 0.1 to 2 W; mean time
between failures (MTBF), greater than 2500 hr.
The paper detailed the evolution of the design
features shown in Fig. 10.

Raymond Marlow of Marlow Industries, Inc.,
USA, then addressed "System Aspects of Thermo-
electric Coolers for Hand Held Thermal Viewers."
He emphasized minimizing the power required by
the thermoelectric cooling system in portable
viewing systems and thus the number of batteries
required for an 8 to 10 hr operation.

After discussing the various factors such as the
heat sink and thermoelectric cooler performance
that affect system performance, Marlow concluded
that low -power TE cooling systems are achievable
for portable, hand -held thermal viewing systems.
However, it is important to minimize the heat load
to the top surface of the TE cooler. Also, the TE
cooler design must be integrated into the systems
design between the base of the sealed package and
the heat sink, both of which are affected by the
features of the power control system. The latter
relationship is best illustrated in Fig. Il, taken
from Marlow's paper.

Eight papers were devoted to staring arrays. In
an invited paper, J. Tegnalia of DARPA dis-
cussed "A Perspective of U.S. Activity on Staring
Arrays." He stated U.S. activity and applications
in thermal night sights, missile seekers such as
redeye, and space surveillance. Various techniques
such as Z technology were described, as were
hybrids (sandwiches) such as HCT bump- bonded
to a silicon CCD and monolithic CCDs. He gave
examples of the use of InSb, InAsSb, HgCdTe,
and SiSb detectors, as well as an example of an
aircraft -mounted seeker with 2 in. diameter optics,
a 4 in. diameter seeker, and requiring three relay
racks of electronics. He pointed out that 60X60
arrays are in use now, and 120 X 120 arrays are
expected for 1982. Emphasis was on "fire and
forget," that is, disposable seekers.

J. P. Rode of Rockwell International Science
Center described the features of the U.S. second
generation staring hybrid focal planes as a back -
illuminated transparent substrate with an epitax-
ial active layer bonded to a four -phase silicon
CCD. Two distinct detector structures were de-
scribed: InAsSb on GaSb and HgCdTe on CdTe.
A silicon CCD with direct injection input provides
full multiplexing, usually in a parallel -to- serial
format.

The various sources of noise and the means of
their minimization were discussed. Results of a
32 X 32 HgCdTe focal plane and a 64 X 64 InAsSb

focal plane were presented. Their performance
was compared to a model that accounts for most
of the spectral noise sources associated with oper-
ation. The comparison between modeling and
experimental results was good. The modeling then
will permit prediction of focal plane performance
in a variety of backgrounds and temperatures with
different cutoff wavelengths.

R. A. Ballingall of the Royal Signals and Radar
Establishment in "Infrared Hybrid CdHgTe
Photovoltaic Electronically Scanned Arrays" and
Ian Baker in "Staring Arrays for Use in the 8 -14
pm Band" both discussed the tradeoffs in CCD
versus coordinate addressed readout (charge
injection device). (Remember that most of the
British work is done on 32 X32 arrays for imaging
or guidance purposes.) Ballingall pointed out that
the coordinate addressed array is easier to
implement than the CCD and offers a simpler
route to electronically scanned arrays. "It will
operate with lower quality IR diodes (RoA) and
the uniformity of response is a function of the IR
diode only. It overcomes the background
subtraction problem of the CCD and consequently
will operate in a higher level of ambient flux.
Single elements or groups of elements may be
randomly accessed and consequently selected parts
of the scene may be updated more frequently."
Operation in the 3 to 5µm region is more difficult
(than in the 8 to 14 pm) because of the low signal
level. In the 3 to 5 µm region, a CCD has advan-
tages because it can integrate the photocharge.
Well saturation is less of a problem because of the
lower level of the incoming flux. The coordinate
addressed array will not produce the same sensi-
tivity as a full staring array.

The electronics required for fixed pattern noise
correction in a CCD system is more complex than
that for the coordinate addressed focal plane. This
is due to the nonlinearity of the CCD input, which
has an exponential form, whereas the coordinate
addressed array has a linear load line. Presently
available microprocessors are suitable for fixed
pattern noise correction in a coordinate addressed
system.

In the companion paper, Baker discussed the
processing techniques for fabrication of the arrays
used in the previous paper. He described how the
coordinates are addressed by n -MOS switches.
The advantages and disadvantages of the CCD
versus CID (coordinate addressed) systems were
delineated and listed. Baker does not like bump -
bonding of CCD hybrids because of the difficulty
to implement in arrays with small spacing, such as
40 m center -to- center.

The preferred attachment is called "Loophol-
ing," a metal strap contact. A HgCdTe monolith is
mounted over the multiplexing circuitry onto the
silicon surface. "Diodes are then diffused or ion
implanted into the top of the HCT monolith and
interconnections are formed by drilling a 10 m
diameter hole through the diode down to pads on
the multiplexer and backfilling with metallization."

Problems in manufacturing were described, as
was,a chip tester called DIAC (diode and inter-
connection assessment chip). Using the DIAC,
one can characterize a complete 32X32 array in
45 min. The n -MOS multiplexers were discussed
with a goal of production by 1982. A 32 X32 HCT
array with 40 µm spacing and only 6% obstruction
was cited.

Watton of the RSRE described recent
improvements in direct charge injection for the
pyroelectric / CCD focal plane hybrid. The use of
the pyroelectric vidicon has given rise to a family
of inexpensive thermal imagers operating at
ambient temperatures.
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G. Tilsley of British Aerospace examined, as
far as the security level of this conference would
permit, the next generation of both air -to -air and
ground -to- ground missiles and their dependence
on staring arrays.

D. Whinray and J. Northfield, both of British
Aerospace, discussed aspects of infrared guided
missiles. Whinray explained that, while staring
arrays eliminate scanning mirrors and their drive,
fixed pattern noise is introduced. He discussed
methods of compensation for fixed pattern noise.
Northfield described an algorithm for simplifying
air -to -air guidance by the use of a Laplacian type
of operator.

A paper not previously announced on "Ther-
mal Imaging Concepts in the USA" was presented
by E. Hutcheson of the Night Vision and Electro-
Optical Laboratories, USA. The present state of
imaging devices and components in the U.S. was
discussed. Hutcheson pointed out that thermal
imaging devices using 10,000 detectors are now
available, and this number is expected to increase
to 100,000 by 1990. The material being featured is
mercury cadmium telluride (HgCdTe) grown by
liquid phase epitaxy (LPE). He described the var-
ious processes for producing HCT. The present
crystal growth, annealing, slicing, lapping, polish-
ing, etc. consumes six months, whereas with LPE,
a 10 µm thick layer can be deposited on a CdTe
substrate in 3 to 4 hr. Yields were quoted as 30 %.
These systems are expected to be in full produc-
tion by fiscal year 84. Photovoltaic LPE in both
the 3 to 5µm and 8 to 12 µm ranges are promised
for 1986 -87. At present, three contractors plus a group
at Night Vision Laboratories are working on the
development. During the question period,
Hutcheson was asked about American progress in
vapor phase epitaxy (VPE). He answered that, as
far as Night Vision Laboratories is concerned,
only a small effort is underway on VPE as com-
pared with LPE.

The final papers were devoted to displays and
display techniques. The two day session ended
with a précis of the conference by P. R. Wallis of
Ministry of Defence. This is a procedure that should
be adopted by all U.S. conferences and one that I
intend to implement in the Modern Utilization of
Infrared Technology VIII conference to be pre-
sented at SPIE's 26th Annual International Tech-
nical Symposium and Instrument Display in San
Diego in August 1982.

Digital Television: Bandwidth Reduc-
tion and Communication Aspects
R. H. Stafford, 387 pp., illus., bibliography, refer-
ences. ISBN 0471-07857-3. John Wiley & Sons,
Inc., One Wiley Drive, Somerset NJ 08873 (1980).
$34.95.

Reviewed by Francis J. Corbett, Honeywell Elec-
tro- Optics, Lexington MA.

Digital Television: Bandwidth Reduction and
Communication Aspects presents an in -depth look
at the several coding techniques utilized in the
field of video transmission and display. The word,
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Fig. 11. Power consumption, cooler No. 55. 
25 mW total heat load. 135° cold spot. Taken 
from R. Marlow, Marlow Industries, Inc., USA.

discussed a family of "Small Split Stirling Cool 
ers" used by both the British and the United States 
in their FLIR common modules. These have the 
following capabilities: temperature range, 60 to 80 
K; cooling capacities, 0.1 to 2 W; mean time 
between failures (MTBF), greater than 2500 hr. 
The paper detailed the evolution of the design 
features shown in Fig. 10.

Raymond Marlow of Marlow Industries, Inc., 
USA, then addressed "System Aspects of Thermo 
electric Coolers for Hand Held Thermal Viewers." 
He emphasized minimizing the power required by 
the thermoelectric cooling system in portable 
viewing systems and thus the number of batteries 
required for an 8 to 10 hr operation.

After discussing the various factors such as the 
heat sink and thermoelectric cooler performance 
that affect system performance, Marlow concluded 
that low-power TE cooling systems are achievable 
for portable, hand-held thermal viewing systems. 
However, it is important to minimize the heat load 
to the top surface of the TE cooler. Also, the TE 
cooler design must be integrated into the systems 
design between the base of the sealed package and 
the heat sink, both of which are affected by the 
features of the power control system. The latter 
relationship is best illustrated in Fig. 11, taken 
from Marlow's paper.

Eight papers were devoted to staring arrays. In 
an invited paper, J. Tegnalia of DARPA dis 
cussed "A Perspective of U.S. Activity on Staring 
Arrays." He stated U.S. activity and applications 
in thermal night sights, missile seekers such as 
redeye, and space surveillance. Various techniques 
such as Z technology were described, as were 
hybrids (sandwiches) such as HCT bump-bonded 
to a silicon CCD and monolithic CCDs. He gave 
examples of the use of InSb, InAsSb, HgCdTe, 
and SiSb detectors, as well as an example of an 
aircraft-mounted seeker with 2 in. diameter optics, 
a 4 in. diameter seeker, and requiring three relay 
racks of electronics. He pointed out that 60X60 
arrays are in use now, and 120X120 arrays are 
expected for 1982. Emphasis was on "fire and 
forget," that is, disposable seekers.

J. P. Rode of Rockwell International Science 
Center described the features of the U.S. second 
generation staring hybrid focal planes as a back- 
illuminated transparent substrate with an epitax 
ial active layer bonded to a four-phase silicon 
CCD. Two distinct detector structures were de 
scribed: InAsSb on GaSb and HgCdTe on CdTe. 
A silicon CCD with direct injection input provides 
full multiplexing, usually in a parallel-to-serial 
format.

The various sources of noise and the means of 
their minimization were discussed. Results of a 
32 X 32 HgCdTe focal plane and a 64 X 64 InAsSb

focal plane were presented. Their performance 
was compared to a model that accounts for most 
of the spectral noise sources associated with oper 
ation. The comparison between modeling and 
experimental results was good. The modeling then 
will permit prediction of focal plane performance 
in a variety of backgrounds and temperatures with 
different cutoff wavelengths.

R. A. Ballingall of the Royal Signals and Radar 
Establishment in "Infrared Hybrid CdHgTe 
Photovoltaic Electronically Scanned Arrays" and 
lan Baker in "Staring Arrays for Use in the 8-14 
fim Band" both discussed the tradeoffs in CCD 
versus coordinate addressed readout (charge 
injection device). (Remember that most of the 
British work is done on 32 X32 arrays for imaging 
or guidance purposes.) Ballingall pointed out that 
the coordinate addressed array is easier to 
implement than the CCD and offers a simpler 
route to electronically scanned arrays. "It will 
operate with lower quality IR diodes (RQ A) and 
the uniformity of response is a function of the IR 
diode only. It overcomes the background 
subtraction problem of the CCD and consequently 
will operate in a higher level of ambient flux. 
Single elements or groups of elements may be 
randomly accessed and consequently selected parts 
of the scene may be updated more frequently." 
Operation in the 3 to 5 /xm region is more difficult 
(than in the 8 to 14 jum) because of the low signal 
level. In the 3 to 5 jum region, a CCD has advan 
tages because it can integrate the photocharge. 
Well saturation is less of a problem because of the 
lower level of the incoming flux. The coordinate 
addressed array will not produce the same sensi 
tivity as a full staring array.

The electronics required for fixed pattern noise 
correction in a CCD system is more complex than 
that for the coordinate addressed focal plane. This 
is due to the nonlinearity of the CCD input, which 
has an exponential form, whereas the coordinate 
addressed array has a linear load line. Presently 
available microprocessors are suitable for fixed 
pattern noise correction in a coordinate addressed 
system.

In the companion paper, Baker discussed the 
processing techniques for fabrication of the arrays 
used in the previous paper. He described how the 
coordinates are addressed by n-MOS switches. 
The advantages and disadvantages of the CCD 
versus CID (coordinate addressed) systems were 
delineated and listed. Baker does not like bump- 
bonding of CCD hybrids because of the difficulty 
to implement in arrays with small spacing, such as 
40 m center-to-center.

The preferred attachment is called "Loophol- 
ing," a metal strap contact. A HgCdTe monolith is 
mounted over the multiplexing circuitry onto the 
silicon surface. "Diodes are then diffused or ion 
implanted into the top of the HCT monolith and 
interconnections are formed by drilling a 10 m 
diameter hole through the diode down to pads on 
the multiplexer and backfilling with metallization."

Problems in manufacturing were described, as 
was, a chip tester called DIAC (diode and inter 
connection assessment chip). Using the DIAC, 
one can characterize a complete 32X32 array in 
45 min. The n-MOS multiplexers were discussed 
with a goal of production by 1982. A 32 X 32 HCT 
array with 40 /um spacing and only 6% obstruction 
was cited.

Watton of the RSRE described recent 
improvements in direct charge injection for the 
pyroelectric/CCD focal plane hybrid. The use of 
the pyroelectric vidicon has given rise to a family 
of inexpensive thermal imagers operating at 
ambient temperatures.

G. Tilsley of British Aerospace examined, as 
far as the security level of this conference would 
permit, the next generation of both air-to-air and 
ground-to-ground missiles and their dependence 
on staring arrays.

D. Whinray and J. Northfield, both of British 
Aerospace, discussed aspects of infrared guided 
missiles. Whinray explained that, while staring 
arrays eliminate scanning mirrors and their drive, 
fixed pattern noise is introduced. He discussed 
methods of compensation for fixed pattern noise. 
Northfield described an algorithm for simplifying 
air-to-air guidance by the use of a Laplacian type 
of operator.

A paper not previously announced on "Ther 
mal Imaging Concepts in the USA" was presented 
by E. Hutcheson of the Night Vision and Electro- 
Optical Laboratories, USA. The present state of 
imaging devices and components in the U.S. was 
discussed. Hutcheson pointed out that thermal 
imaging devices using 10,000 detectors are now 
available, and this number is expected to increase 
to 100,000 by 1990. The material being featured is 
mercury cadmium telluride (HgCdTe) grown by 
liquid phase epitaxy (LPE). He described the var 
ious processes for producing HCT. The present 
crystal growth, annealing, slicing, lapping, polish 
ing, etc. consumes six months, whereas with LPE, 
a 10 jum thick layer can be deposited on a CdTe 
substrate in 3 to 4 hr. Yields were quoted as 30%. 
These systems are expected to be in full produc 
tion by fiscal year 84. Photovoltaic LPE in both 
the 3 to 5 ^m and 8 to 12 /mi ranges are promised 
for 1986-87. At present, three contractors plus a group 
at Night Vision Laboratories are working on the 
development. During the question period, 
Hutcheson was asked about American progress in 
vapor phase epitaxy (VPE). He answered that, as 
far as Night Vision Laboratories is concerned, 
only a small effort is underway on VPE as com 
pared with LPE.

The final papers were devoted to displays and 
display techniques. The two day session ended 
with a precis of the conference by P. R. Wallis of 
Ministry of Defence. This is a procedure that should 
be adopted by all U.S. conferences and one that I 
intend to implement in the Modern Utilization of 
Infrared Technology VIII conference to be pre 
sented at SPIE's 26th Annual International Tech 
nical Symposium and Instrument Display in San 
Diego in August 1982. 3
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Digital Television: Bandwidth Reduc 
tion and Communication Aspects
R. H. Stafford, 387 pp., illus., bibliography, refer 
ences. ISBN 0471-07857-3. John Wiley & Sons, 
Inc., One Wiley Drive, Somerset NJ 08873 (1980). 
$34.95.

Reviewed by Francis J. Corbett, Honeywell Elec 
tro-Optics, Lexington MA.

Digital Television: Bandwidth Reduction and 
Communication Aspects presents an in-depth look 
at the several coding techniques utilized in the 
field of video transmission and display. The word,
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or more accurately abbreviation, TV is used
throughout by the author to describe the subject,
and, of course, this is accurate, but I found my
own mental image of a TV inadequate to convey
the breadth of communications applications ser-
viced by the methods of signal handling illustrated
here.

The book is the result of an expanded doctoral
thesis and consequently becomes, in its depths,
rigorous and detailed in its description of the
design, operation, and evaluation of several dig-
ital "TV" communication systems. However, to
get the reader to that level of understanding, the
author has done a fairly good job of presenting the
introductory concepts in successive fashion. A
design engineer in the field could remain en-
wrapped for considerable lengths of time in the
details of system components, codes, hardware
implementation, and the analytical evaluations
presented. The book brings together a presenta-
tion of the many techniques for bandwidth reduc-
tion which again would be most useful to the
design engineer. On the other hand, the general
discussion of various digital TV modulation tech-
niques, along with a comparison of performance
and the individual bandwidth requirements of
each technique, remains broad enough to be of
value to those in peripheral disciplines.

This book is divided into eleven chapters and
contains, in addition, an extensive bibliography
and references section. The chapters are:

I. Introduction
2. Pulse Modulation Systems Applicable to TV

Transmission
3. PCM Encoding Principles

4. Bandwidth Reduction
5. Pseudorandom Coding Plus PCM Coding
6. PPM Modulation by Means of PRN

Sampling
7. Multi -Channel PRN /PPM /FM Television

Systems
8. Bi -Phase Transorthogonal Block Type

Coding
9. The Convolutional Codes

10. The Reed -Solomon Codes
I I. Summary. Results and Conclusions.

As can be seen by the chapter titles, a signifi-
cant majority of the text is devoted to bandwidth
reduction and the coding used to achieve it. Cod-
ing is expanded from the pulse -code modulation
(PCM), pulse -position modulation (PPM), eval-
uation to an in -depth comparison of the pulse -
amplitude and pulse -duration techniques with the
former, and then on to the more elaborate, com-
bined and hybrid techniques such as the convolu-
tional-FM codes.

Image transmission is a vital and extensive
discipline. Consider the volume of work applied
over many years to solution and improvement of
audio transmission problems, and then square to
accommodate the two- dimensional needs for
quality image reproduction, and one has a grasp
of what is now and will be coming in the future.
This book does a good job of exposing the reader
to the complexity and breadth of technical means
to achieve efficient and quality image transmis-
sion. The bridge between the two -dimensional
image and its one -dimensional transmission pres-
ently lies in bandwidth reduction, hence the
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importance of the subject and its expansive cover-
age here.

The strength of the book lies in its comprehen-
sive treatise on image transmission techniques,
combining a brief look at most transform and
other compression techniques with system designs,
a combination not found in other books. The
review and summary sections at the end of most
chapters along with the performance comparisons
of the most common transmission systems pro-
vide the reader with a good efficient presentation
of the most useful material. A pleasant surprise
and valuable addition is the "Introduction to Basic
CCD Technology" found at the beginning of Chap.
7. While introductory, it is detailed and well laid
out. It serves as an introduction to a detailed
system description, including the hardware.

The descriptions of the coding algorithms, sys-
tems, and implementation of the operations
become more detailed as the book unfolds, as one
would expect. The simplified systems are described
first, then the principles of coding, and finally,
detailed descriptions of the various coding
processes.

A good summary of bandwidth reduction in
Chap. 4 starts with the more practical and widely
used systems. Differential pulse code modulation
(DPCM) is explained and illustrated in a simpli-
fied, straightforward manner. It is comprehen-
sive. However, the chapter goes on to detail
transform coding techniques and results in some
obfuscation to the reader. This is, in part, due to
the subject matter in that it is naturally complex
and extensive and, consequently, beyond com-
prehensive evaluation by one person. This prob-

Still the Proven Leader After Twenty Years
The Pritchard® PR -1980A Photometer

For twenty years, the name Pritchard® in photometry
has meant the ultimate standard of excellence. And,

it's still the best there is. That's because of its
proven reliability, ever -expanding
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operation. The PR- 1980A's
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internal calibration features
virtually eliminate the

possibility of human error.
And, we've continued to add more features. Now there is a computer -controlled spatial

scanning option along with other options to meet your every photometric need. Of course, the
PR -1980A has always met MIL Spec requirements.

In photometry, why settle for less than the best? Write or call for complete information on
the PR- 1980A. If you have color requirements, ask about our PR -1980B Spectroradiometer.
It's a Pritchard® too and the best in its field. Photo Research, Division of Kollmorgen Corp.,
3000 No. Hollywood Way, Burbank, CA 91505 (213) 843 -6100, Telex 69 -1427.
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or more accurately abbreviation, TV is used 
throughout by the author to describe the subject, 
and, of course, this is accurate, but I found my 
own mental image of a TV inadequate to convey 
the breadth of communications applications ser 
viced by the methods of signal handling illustrated 
here.

The book is the result of an expanded doctoral 
thesis and consequently becomes, in its depths, 
rigorous and detailed in its description of the 
design, operation, and evaluation of several dig 
ital "TV" communication systems. However, to 
get the reader to that level of understanding, the 
author has done a fairly good job of presenting the 
introductory concepts in successive fashion. A 
design engineer in the field could remain en 
wrapped for considerable lengths of time in the 
details of system components, codes, hardware 
implementation, and the analytical evaluations 
presented. The book brings together a presenta 
tion of the many techniques for bandwidth reduc 
tion which again would be most useful to the 
design engineer, On the other hand, the general 
discussion of various digital TV modulation tech 
niques, along with a comparison of performance 
and the individual bandwidth requirements of 
each technique, remains broad enough to be of 
value to those in peripheral disciplines.

This book is divided into eleven chapters and 
contains, in addition, an extensive bibliography 
and references section. The chapters are:

1. Introduction
2. Pulse Modulation Systems Applicable to TV 
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As can be seen by the chapter titles, a signifi 
cant majority of the text is devoted to bandwidth 
reduction and the coding used to achieve it. Cod 
ing is expanded from the pulse-code modulation 
(PCM), pulse-position modulation (PPM), eval 
uation to an in-depth comparison of the pulse- 
amplitude and pulse-duration techniques with the 
former, and then on to the more elaborate, com 
bined and hybrid techniques such as the convolu- 
tional-FM codes.

Image transmission is a vital and extensive 
discipline. Consider the volume of work applied 
over many years to solution and improvement of 
audio transmission problems, and then square to 
accommodate the two-dimensional needs for 
quality image reproduction, and one has a grasp 
of what is now and will be coming in the future. 
This book does a good job of exposing the reader 
to the complexity and breadth of technical means 
to achieve efficient and quality image transmis 
sion. The bridge between the two-dimensional 
image and its one-dimensional transmission pres 
ently lies in bandwidth reduction, hence the

importance of the subject and its expansive cover 
age here.

The strength of the book lies in its comprehen 
sive treatise on image transmission techniques, 
combining a brief look at most transform and 
other compression techniques with system designs, 
a combination not found in other books. The 
review and summary sections at the end of most 
chapters along with the performance comparisons 
of the most common transmission systems pro 
vide the reader with a good efficient presentation 
of the most useful material. A pleasant surprise 
and valuable addition is the "Introduction to Basic 
CCD Technology "found at the beginning of Chap. 
7. While introductory, it is detailed and well laid 
out. It serves as an introduction to a detailed 
system description, including the hardware.

The descriptions of the coding algorithms, sys 
tems, and implementation of the operations 
become more detailed as the book unfolds, as one 
would expect. The simplified systems are described 
first, then the principles of coding, and finally, 
detailed descriptions of the various coding 
processes.

A good summary of bandwidth reduction in 
Chap. 4 starts with the more practical and widely 
used systems. Differential pulse code modulation 
(DPCM) is explained and illustrated in a simpli 
fied, straightforward manner. It is comprehen 
sive. However, the chapter goes on to detail 
transform coding techniques and results in some 
obfuscation to the reader. This is, in part, due to 
the subject matter in that it is naturally complex 
and extensive and, consequently, beyond com 
prehensive evaluation by one person, This prob-
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lem is overcome by extensive quoting from other
authors (this is done in other sections also), which
provides detailed treatises on several coding
methods, e.g., SVD transform coding; but this
writing technique becomes a problem in that it
promotes discontinuities in the presentation of
material.

A natural peril of trying to provide an under-
standing of so many techniques of coding and
bandwidth reduction and consequently dividing
the subject by operation can result in fragmentary
derivations of the physical relationships, e.g., sig-
nal to noise. In addition, a lack of grounding the
mathematics of, for example, image processing to
image formation -e.g., the author's description of
the point spread function "h" found on p. 73 as,
"The function "h" involving the object distribu-
tion as an argument allows for non -linear pro-
cesses in the formation of the image, since we have
assumed nothing about linearity" -makes the
understanding less clear, and thus the reader's
ability to expand on the material in the book is
handicapped. In this case, he goes on to simplify
"h " by saying, "It merely weights the object distri-
bution as a scalar multiplier"; which is all true, but
making this the starting point of the transform
coding section makes it difficult to relate and
understand the reasons behind particular trans-
forms, for example, KL and reconstruction tech-
niques, e.g., Wiener, which were previously
developed and useful.

This, in summary, is the major fault of the
book, i.e., that the mathematical treatises some-
times pick up in the middle, go into some depth,
and often leave off incomplete. A particular
designer may find just the sequence of equations
desired to solve an aspect of a problem, but most
readers will not be greatly illuminated by this
approach.

The book serves as a useful reference of digital
image transmission and compression techniques
and, to a limited extent, as a designer's handbook.
More extensive information on most of the sub-
jects covered is also referenced in the text.

Letters to
the Editor

To the Editor Optical Engineering

Dear Sir:

We are preparing a historical account of the
research and development of pyroelectric mate-
rials as sensors for infrared detectors, with special
emphasis on the period from 1940 to 1960.

We would greatly appreciate receiving infor-
mation on this subject from readers of Optical
Engineering.

Sincerely yours,

Sidney B. Lang
Dept. of Chemical Engineering
Ben -Gurion University of the Negev
84120 Beer Sheva, Israel

Ernest H. Putley
Royal Signals and Radar Establishment
Great Malvern, Worcs. WRI4 3PS
Great Britain

c Short Courses

George Washington University courses
Reliability Engineering, Washington, D.C., July
26- 30,1982. Instructor: Dimitri Kececioglu. Fee:
$785. Objectives are to give participant better
capability to predict nonmaintained product reli-
ability from available data, to determine reliabil-
ity by testing, to predict product maintainability
and the reliability of maintained products, and to
predict the availability of equipment and systems.
Reliability Testing, Washington, D.C., Sep.
20- 24,1982. Instructor: Dimitri Kececioglu. Fee:
$785. Objective is to increase participant's ability
to analyze part, component, and equipment fail-
ures and time -to- failure data, thereby improving
equipment reliability and maintainability. Con-
tact Dimitri Kececioglu, Aerospace and Mechani-
cal Engineering Dept., The Univ. of Arizona,
Bldg. #16, Tucson AZ 85721, 602/626 -2495, or
Stod Cordelyou, Deputy Director, Continuing
Engineering Education Program, George Wash-
ington University, Washington, D.C. 20052.
800/424 -9773.

Univ. of Michigan summer conferences
Flow Visualization Techniques: Principles and
Applications (Course #8232), August 16- 18,1982.
Chairman: Wen -Jei Yang. Fee: $500. Presents
principles and applications of flow visualization
techniques with special emphasis on optical
methods. Includes reviews of applications in fields
of fluid mechanics, heat and mass transfer, com-
bustion, geophysics, oceanography, and atmo-
spheres. Computer Image Analysis (Course
#8231), August 16 -20, 1982. Chairman: Stanley
R. Sternberg. Fee: $700. Presents morphological
shape analysis, parallel processing, and other
computer vision technologies with emphasis on
solving practical problems. Engineering Summer
Courses, The University of Michigan, 300 Chrysler
Center, North Campus, Ann Arbor MI 48109.
313/764 -8490.

Laser Institute of America short courses
Laser Design & Beam Control, Colorado Springs,
CO, Aug. 2 -6, 1982. Course Director: Leno S.
Pedrotti. Fee: $700. Blends theory and practice.
Highlights include matrix optics in beam control,
resonator design, axial and transverse laser
modes, laser gain and lineshapes, laser output
power calculation, cw and pulsed laser operation,
adaptive, optics, and actual step -by -step design of
a 50 W CO2 cw laser. Laser Safety: Hazards,
Inspection & Control, Arlington, VA, Aug. 9 -13,
1982. Course Director: R. James Rockwell. Fee:
$700. Provides up-to-date information on federal,
state, and international laser safety regulations.
Focuses on treatment of calculated laser hazards
and reviews laser control methods. Includes tour
of the Laser/ Electro- Optics Laboratory of the
Bureau of Radiological Health. Laser Applica-
tions in Materials Processing, San Jose, CA, Oct.
25 -30, 1982. Course Director: David R. White-
house. Fee: $700. Comprehensive lectures and
learning experiences on laser sources, materials
interaction, manufacturing techniques, safety,
equipment selection, and process economics for
advanced technicians and management person-
nel. Contact: Education Director, Laser Institute
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of America, 5151 Monroe St., Toledo OH 43623.
419/882 -8706.

Engineering Technology, Inc. short courses
Adaptive Optics and Phase Conjugation Methods,
Anaheim, CA, Aug.-Sep. 1982. Fee: $650. Covers
basic theory, techniques, hardware, and limita-
tions of two modern techniques using real -time
correlation to actively sense and remove distor-
tions that degrade performance of sophisticated
optical systems. Compares utility of each to var-
iety of present day applications in defense, energy,
and industrial usage. Laser Safety Short Course,
Anaheim, CA, Oct. 4 -8, 1982. Fee: $650. Covers
laser output characteristics, characteristics and
potential hazards of laser effects on the eye and
skin, laser measurements, exposure criteria, safety
standards, control measures, medical surveillance,
safety program management. Laser Optics,
Boston, MA, Oct. 1982. Fee: $650. Covers reflec-
tion and refraction at plane and curved surfaces,
wave nature of light and laser sources, scattering
transmission and absorption of laser light, polari-
zation and diffraction, spatial characteristics of
coherent and Gaussian beams, special design
requirements for laser optical systems, temporal
characteristics of cw and pulsed lasers, compo-
nent selection for high power lasers. Chemical
Lasers, San Diego, CA, Oct. 18-22, 1982. Covers
fundamentals of chemical lasers, components,
systems, pulsed devices, cw lasers, supersonic dif-
fusion lasers, chemical laser resonators, parasitic
modes, design considerations, applications, atmo-
spheric transmission problem- emission spectra
and beam quality. Engineering Technology, Inc.,
P.O. Box 9000, Waco TX 76710.817/ 772-0082.

15th International Congress on High Speed
Photography and Photonics workshops
Eight workshops and eleven technical sessions
will be conducted during the 15th International
Congress on High Speed Photography and Pho-
tonics, San Diego, CA, Aug. 21- 27,1982, which is
to be held concurrently with the 26th Annual
International Technical Symposium of SPIE. For
further information and registration, contact
SPIE, The Administrative Secretariat for the 15th
International Congress on High Speed Photog-
raphy and Photonics, P.O. Box 10, Bellingham
WA 98227-0010.206/ 676 -3290

SPIE 26th Annual International
Technical Symposium and Instrument
Display tutorials
Twenty -four half- and full -day tutorials will be
offered in addition to eighteen technical confer-
ences at SPIE's 26th Annual Technical Sympo-
sium and Instrument Display, San Diego, CA,
Aug. 22 -27, 1982. For details, see pg. SR -102 in
this issue. SPIE, P.O. Box 10, Bellingham WA
98227 -0010. 206/ 676 -3290. ..

See You in San Diego
August 22 -27, 1982

SPIE 206/676 -3290

BOOK REVIEWS

lem is overcome by extensive quoting from other 
authors (this is done in other sections also), which 
provides detailed treatises on several coding 
methods, e.g., SVD transform coding; but this 
writing technique becomes a problem in that it 
promotes discontinuities in the presentation of 
material.

A natural peril of trying to provide an under 
standing of so many techniques of coding and 
bandwidth reduction and consequently dividing 
the subject by operation can result in fragmentary 
derivations of the physical relationships, e.g., sig 
nal to noise. In addition, a lack of grounding the 
mathematics of, for example, image processing to 
image formation e.g., the author's description of 
the point spread function "h" found on p. 73 as, 
"The function "h" involving the object distribu 
tion as an argument allows for non-linear pro 
cesses in the formation of the image, since we have 
assumed nothing about linearity" makes the 
understanding less clear, and thus the reader's 
ability to expand on the material in the book is 
handicapped. In this case, he goes on to simplify 
"h" by saying, "It merely weights the object distri 
bution as a scalar multiplier"; which is all true, but 
making this the starting point of the transform 
coding section makes it difficult to relate and 
understand the reasons behind particular trans 
forms, for example, KL and reconstruction tech 
niques, e.g., Wiener, which were previously 
developed and useful.

This, in summary, is the major fault of the 
book, i.e., that the mathematical treatises some 
times pick up in the middle, go into some depth, 
and often leave off incomplete. A particular 
designer may find just the sequence of equations 
desired to solve an aspect of a problem, but most 
readers will not be greatly illuminated by this 
approach.

The book serves as a useful reference of digital 
image transmission and compression techniques 
and, to a limited extent, as a designer's handbook. 
More extensive information on most of the sub 
jects covered is also referenced in the text. 3

Letters to 
the Editor

To the Editor Optical Engineering

Dear Sir:
We are preparing a historical account of the 
research and development of pyroelectric mate 
rials as sensors for infrared detectors, with special 
emphasis on the period from 1940 to 1960.

We would greatly appreciate receiving infor 
mation on this subject from readers of Optical 
Engineering.

Sincerely yours,

Sidney B. Lang
Dept. of Chemical Engineering 
Ben-Gurion University of the Negev 
84120 Beer Sheva, Israel

Ernest H. Putley
Royal Signals and Radar Establishment
Great Malvern, Worcs. WR14 3PS
Great Britain 3

Short Courses

George Washington University courses
Reliability Engineering, Washington, D.C., July 
26-30,1982. Instructor: Dimitri Kececioglu. Fee: 
$785. Objectives are to give participant better 
capability to predict nonmaintained product reli 
ability from available data, to determine reliabil 
ity by testing, to predict product maintainability 
and the reliability of maintained products, and to 
predict the availability of equipment and systems. 
Reliability Testing, Washington, D.C., Sep. 
20-24,1982. Instructor: Dimitri Kececioglu. Fee: 
$785. Objective is to increase participant's ability 
to analyze part, component, and equipment fail 
ures and time-to-failure data, thereby improving 
equipment reliability and maintainability. Con 
tact Dimitri Kececioglu, Aerospace and Mechani 
cal Engineering Dept., The Univ. of Arizona, 
Bldg. #16, Tucson AZ 85721, 602/626-2495, or 
Stod Cordelyou, Deputy Director, Continuing 
Engineering Education Program, George Wash 
ington University, Washington, D.C. 20052. 
800/424-9773.

Univ. of Michigan summer conferences
Flow Visualization Techniques: Principles and 
Applications (Course #8232), August 16-18,1982.
Chairman: Wen-Jei Yang. Fee: $500. Presents 
principles and applications of flow visualization 
techniques with special emphasis on optical 
methods. Includes reviews of applications in fields 
of fluid mechanics, heat and mass transfer, com 
bustion, geophysics, oceanography, and atmo 
spheres. Computer Image Analysis (Course 
#8231), August 16-20, 1982. Chairman: Stanley 
R. Sternberg. Fee: $700. Presents morphological 
shape analysis, parallel processing, and other 
computer vision technologies with emphasis on 
solving practical problems. Engineering Summer 
Courses, The University of Michigan, 300 Chrysler 
Center, North Campus, Ann Arbor MI 48109. 
313/764-8490.

Laser Institute of America short courses
Laser Design & Beam Control, Colorado Springs, 
CO, Aug. 2-6, 1982. Course Director: Leno S. 
Pedrotti. Fee: $700. Blends theory and practice. 
Highlights include matrix optics in beam control, 
resonator design, axial and transverse laser 
modes, laser gain and lineshapes, laser output 
power calculation, cw and pulsed laser operation, 
adaptive-optics, and actual step-by-step design of 
a 50 W CO2 cw laser. Laser Safety: Hazards, 
Inspection & Control, Arlington, VA, Aug. 9-13, 
1982. Course Director: R. James Rockwell. Fee: 
$700. Provides up-to-date information on federal, 
state, and international laser safety regulations. 
Focuses on treatment of calculated laser hazards 
and reviews laser control methods. Includes tour 
of the Laser/Electro-Optics Laboratory of the 
Bureau of Radiological Health. Laser Applica 
tions in Materials Processing, San Jose, CA, Oct. 
25-30, 1982. Course Director: David R. White- 
house. Fee: $700. Comprehensive lectures and 
learning experiences on laser sources, materials 
interaction, manufacturing techniques, safety, 
equipment selection, and process economics for 
advanced technicians and management person 
nel. Contact: Education Director, Laser Institute

of America, 5151 Monroe St., Toledo OH 43623. 
419/882-8706.

Engineering Technology, Inc. short courses
Adaptive Optics and Phase Conjugation Methods, 
Anaheim, CA, Aug.-Sep. 1982. Fee: $650. Covers 
basic theory, techniques, hardware, and limita 
tions of two modern techniques using real-time 
correlation to actively sense and remove distor 
tions that degrade performance of sophisticated 
optical systems. Compares utility of each to var 
iety of present day applications in defense, energy, 
and industrial usage. Laser Safety Short Course, 
Anaheim, CA, Oct. 4-8,1982. Fee: $650. Covers 
laser output characteristics, characteristics and 
potential hazards of laser effects on the eye and 
skin, laser measurements, exposure criteria, safety 
standards, control measures, medical surveillance, 
safety program management. Laser Optics, 
Boston, MA, Oct. 1982. Fee: $650. Covers reflec 
tion and refraction at plane and curved surfaces, 
wave nature of light and laser sources, scattering 
transmission and absorption of laser light, polari 
zation and diffraction, spatial characteristics of 
coherent and Gaussian beams, special design 
requirements for laser optical systems, temporal 
characteristics of cw and pulsed lasers, compo 
nent selection for high power lasers. Chemical 
Lasers, San Diego, CA, Oct. 18-22,1982. Covers 
fundamentals of chemical lasers, components, 
systems, pulsed devices, cw lasers, supersonic dif 
fusion lasers, chemical laser resonators, parasitic 
modes, design considerations, applications, atmo 
spheric transmission problem-emission spectra 
and beam quality. Engineering Technology, Inc., 
P.O. Box 9000, Waco TX 76710. 817/772-0082.

15th International Congress on High Speed 
Photography and Photonics workshops
Eight workshops and eleven technical sessions 
will be conducted during the 15th International 
Congress on High Speed Photography and Pho 
tonics, San Diego, CA, Aug. 21-27, 1982, which is 
to be held concurrently with the 26th Annual 
International Technical Symposium of SPIE. For 
further information and registration, contact 
SPIE, The Administrative Secretariat for the 15th 
International Congress on High Speed Photog 
raphy and Photonics, P.O. Box 10, Bellingham 
WA 98227-0010. 206/676-3290

SPIE • 26th Annual International 
Technical Symposium and Instrument 
Display tutorials
Twenty-four half- and full-day tutorials will be 
offered in addition to eighteen technical confer 
ences at SPIE's 26th Annual Technical Sympo 
sium and Instrument Display, San Diego, CA, 
Aug. 22-27, 1982. For details, see pg. SR-102 in 
this issue. SPIE, P.O. Box 10, Bellingham WA 
98227-0010. 206/676-3290. 3

See You in San Diego
August 22-27, 1982 

SPIE   206/676-3290
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